How scripClip Impacts Cash Flow

Activities Affecting Your Cash Flow
- Accounts Payables
- Receivables
- Inventory
- Payroll

Reduce Accounts Payables
- Improved inventory
- Reduce shipping costs
- Eliminate HIPAA violations

Reduce Accounts Receivables
- scripClip provides instant access to patient’s contact information and list of medications
  - Make proactive calls to patients with aging prescriptions
  - Discuss their reasons for not picking up their medications

Improve Inventory
- Eliminate lost prescriptions
- Eliminate patients receiving the wrong medications
- Reduce overstocks with expensive/slow-moving drugs – review aged Rx’s before purchasing inventory
- Reduce lost sales from out-of-stock inventory – see aged Rx’s for possible donor packages
- Reduce carry costs
- Convert aged prescriptions to sales
- Reduce expedited shipping costs

Greater Efficiencies and Improved Customer Retention
- Minimize exposure for staff and patients
- Eliminate lost prescriptions
- Eliminate patients from receiving the wrong medications (HIPAA violation)
- Quick retrieval within a few seconds - patients receive all their prescriptions in one visit
- Driver’s License scanning - no data entry required to flash bags and retrieve prescriptions
- Patient Notes / Reminders (updated Insurance card)
- Delivery Tracking
Reduce Return to Stocks by 1%
- Continuously monitor and manage aging prescriptions
- Automatic daily alerts for prescriptions exceeding a certain aging threshold
- On-demand aging reports to proactively contact patients
  - Understanding issues with not picking up medications
  - Convert potentially abandoned prescriptions to sales
- Reduce over-stocked inventory
  - Search will call for aging packages to fill an out-of-stock prescription for a waiting Patient
  - Reduces the risk of losing a sale and a patient
- Locate recalled medications
- Manage aging maintenance medications
  - Improve adherence
  - Improve Star Ratings
  - Reduce DIR fees

Optimizing Labor Resources
- Eliminate will call errors
- Reduce labor costs per task
- Re-allocate labor towards other vital and more profitable patient services
  - More time to make proactive calls to patients with aging prescriptions
- Automatic security monitoring with automatic alerts